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1 Introduction 
 
On May 6th 2014 IBM announced Mobile Workload Pricing for z/OS (MWP): a new pricing model 
designed “to mitigate the impact of mobile workloads on sub-capacity license charges and provide a 
more cost-competitive software”. 
 
After more than 2 years our impression is that MWP take up has not been very successful. This 
looks a bit strange in years when the “cut z/OS costs” mantra is repeated everywhere. 
 
Some of the reasons are related to contractual issues and some to the high level of discretion IBM 
has, in accepting or not the process put in place by users, in order to identify mobile workloads.    
 
However there are also technical issues to be addressed.  
The most relevant of them is that mobile workload has to be processed by a Mobile Workload 
Pricing Defining Program; they are: CICS, IMS, DB2, WebSphere and MQ. To distinguish between 
mobile and not mobile workloads detailed transaction data, which are normally a very large number 
of SMF and potentially IMS log records, have to be processed. 
Another technical issue, that users are responsible for, is that CSV files aggregating the 
consumption of mobile workloads have to be prepared, in the required format, and provided as 
input to SCRT/MWRT every month. 
 
Both these technical issues can now be easily addressed by exploiting the new WLM support for 
mobile workloads. We will discuss that in this paper. 
 
More general considerations about Mobile Workload Pricing and detailed information about the 
transaction data, which could be still used to identify mobile workloads, are provided in the “IBM 
Mobile Workload Pricing Opportunity or Problem?” white paper, which EPV published in July 
2014.  

2 Pre-requisites 
 
WLM enhancements, designed to simplify mobile workload identification and measurement, have 
been introduced in z/OS 2.1 and 2.2. 
To start exploiting these enhancements the appropriate maintenance, as indicated in Figure 1, has to 
be applied to WLM and RMF: 
 

Components z/OS 2.1 z/OS 2.2 
WLM OA47042 

OA49728 
OA47042 
OA49728 

RMF OA48466 OA48466 
Figure 1 
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These maintenance levels will enable the identification and classification of mobile workloads in 
service and report classes through the WLM classification rules and enable the collection of this 
information in the SMF 70 and 72 records produced by RMF.  
 
Once that maintenance is applied you can immediately start classifying mobile transactions 
processed by subsystems using independent enclaves such as DB2 (DDF) and WebSphere.  
 
Unfortunately, this is not true for transactions processed through CICS and IMS. In this case you 
also need CICS 5.3 and IMS 14 (plus PI46933 and PI51948). 
We will discuss the reason for that in Chapter 4. 
 
Finally, you need to run at least SCRT 23.13.0 to get a correct software bill. 

3 Enhancements to WLM classification  
 
In the next picture we show the main screen of the WLM administrative application running under 
ISPF. 
It refers to a system running z/OS 2.2 with the WLM and RMF maintenance to support mobile 
workloads applied, as indicated by the WLM application level (LEVEL030).  

 

 
Figure 2 

 
In figure 3 we show an example of a DDF classification rule where we classify all the transactions, 
processed by the DB2X subsystem and having the Correlation Information1 starting with 
MOBTRX, in the RMOBTRX report class. 
 

                                                 
1 Correlation Information can be set by using the “SQL_ATTR_INFO_APPLNAME” ODBC property or the  
“clientProgramName” JDBC property.  
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Figure 3 

 
The next step is assigning RMOBDDF the new MOBILE Reporting Attribute. To do that you have 
to scroll to the right twice by using the PF11 key. 

 

 
Figure 4 

 
The default value is NONE. Other possible values, provided for future use, are CATEGORYA and 
CATEGORYB. They should not be used. 
 

4 CICS and IMS enhancements 
 
CICS and IMS exploit the WLM Execution Delay Monitoring Services to classify transactions and 
provide performance information to WLM. Provided information for CICS and IMS service/report 
classes didn’t include processor usage (CPU, zIIP) which was reported for the CICS and IMS 
region only. 
 
With WLM mobile support, CICS 5.3 and IMS 14 processor usage is now reported for transactions 
too.   
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New SMF metrics, providing the service units consumed by transactions, also allow the avoidance 
of double accounting and provide separate transactions’ and regions’ consumption.  
 
WLM also provide the following additional qualifiers to make mobile workload identification easier 
in CICS and IMS: 

 CICS; Connection Type (CT); the name of the TCP/IP Service that received the request for 
this transaction; 

 CICS; Transaction Class (TC): the name of the transaction class to which this transaction, or 
trans-id belongs; 

 IMS; Connection Type (CT): the port number of the TCP/IP Service that received the 
request for this transaction  

 IMS; Client Transaction Name (CTN): the name of the Transaction Pipe (TPIPE) 

5 New SMF metrics provided 
 
The following new SMF metrics are provided in SMF 72: 

 R723TSUCP - total service units consumed by transactions, executed on general purpose 
processors; 

 R723MSUCP - service units consumed by transactions, classified with reporting attribute 
MOBILE, executed on general purpose processors CP; 

 R723TSUSP -  total service units consumed by transactions, executed on specialty 
processors; 

 R723MSUSP - service units consumed by transactions, classified with reporting attribute 
MOBILE, executed on specialty processors; 

 R723TSUOCP - total service units consumed by transactions, eligible to run on specialty 
processors, but executed on general purpose processors; 

 R723MSUOCP - service units consumed by transactions, classified with reporting attribute 
MOBILE, eligible to run on specialty processors, but executed on general purpose 
processors. 

 
In addition, the SMF70LACM metric has been added in SMF 70. It provides the 4-hour rolling 
average of CPU service (in MSUs) consumed by transactions classified with the MOBILE reporting 
attribute. 
This field will be used by SCRT to apply the discount for the Mobile workload. 
 
Similar metrics are provided for the CATEGORYA and CATEGORYB reporting attribute even if 
at the moment they are not used. 

6 Conclusions 
 
WLM support for mobile workloads looks a very positive IBM initiative designed to make the 
exploitation of Mobile Workload Pricing much simpler, from the technical point of view, for z/OS 
users.  
Unfortunately, to fully exploit this support the latest version of CICS and IMS is required. 


